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LACS Basics & Beyond SIG
Internet – email – Beginners

 Multi-File Name Change

 Password Wisdom (?)- from Ric

Edelman

 How the Statue of Liberty was Made…

 Break, then 2nd Hour

 Beginner / Novice Q & A, Tips

 Meeting End Topics

File Rename+ Passwords+ Statue of 
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 Select the group of files you want to re-name.  Right-click inside the 
selected group. Choose “Rename” and one of the files will be selected.  

Click in that file’s name. ….

 Rename that  file something that best describes your pictures. For example, if 
you have a group of pictures of a River, name it “River”

 Make sure not to click outside that file or all the files will “unselect”

 Make sure not to change file extension; i.e. for photos, keep “.JPG”

Rename Multiple Files… At Once!!
 Next time you have a group of pictures, folders, or documents with 

names like SAM_211, SAM_212, SAM_213,  and you want to 
rename them in a more uniform way, then….

Highlight files, 

Right-Click and 

choose “Rename”
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Too Many Passwords??

Article by 

Ric 

Edelman, 

Financial 

Advisor, 

about 

passwords
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Too Many Passwords??

How to 

Remember all 

your 

passwords?
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How Do Hackers Steal Passwords?

 You hand it over Voluntarily (Phishing)

Bank employee calling for your password

 You Hand it Over Unknowingly

• You think you are on a website, but you mistype that website 
by one character

 Mass Theft of Password Files from Institution (Target, EBAY)

 Find the paper / document you record passwords on

 Brute Force

 Eavesdropping

• Keystroke Logger – Hardware or software

• Public WiFi Monitoring
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Too Many Passwords??

Ric’s solution 

for 

remembering 

Passwords: 

Store 

passwords in 

an online 

“safe” with a 

single master 

password to 

open.
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Too Many Passwords??

“LastPass.com” is an online password “safe” with a 

single master password used to open your safe.
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Too Many Passwords??

Your online safe can be broken into if a 

hacker installs malware on your PC that 

tracks your keystrokes.
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Too Many Passwords??

A hacker can crack a three character 

password in 0.02 seconds… True??
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Too Many Passwords??
A three character password where each character 

consists of lower case letters (26 possible) or 

numbers (10 possible) would have the following 

different possible passwords:

363 = 46,600 possible passwords

Will your bank let a hacker try 46,600 password 

combinations in 0.02 seconds?

Answer:  No, the bank won’t let a hacker try more 

than 4 passwords before locking the account.  And 

even 4 passwords will take much longer than 0.02 

seconds to try.
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Create Strong Passwords – Use 

Childhood Memories
Site Password

Chase.com Abcd12becky

BankofAmerica.com Abcd12emerson

FidelityInvest.com Abcd124588

Schwab.com Abcd12elwood

Paypal.com Abcd12spotty

“becky” is Uncle Emery’s eldest daughter

“emerson” is the street Harry and Paul lived on

“4588” is Martha’s street address

“elwood” is Billy’s dad

“spotty” is Oliver’s dog’s name
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Strong Passwords Using Childhood Memories

Site Password

Chase.com Abcd12+ Emery’s eldest

BankofAmerica.com Abcd12+ Harry & Paul’s st

FidelityInvest.com Abcd12+ Martha’s street #

Schwab.com Abcd12+ Billy’s dad

Paypal.com Abcd12+ Oliver’s dog

MerrillLynch.com Abcd12+ Mom’s B’day

Wherever you store your passwords, don’t use the 

actual name, write the hint “Emery’s eldest.”

Suggest: add a “juicy” website that does not exist (i.e. you 

don’t actually have a Merrill Lynch account, it is there to foil 

a hacker with a seemingly easy password to crack.)
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Statue of Liberty

 Statue of Liberty Construction

 One of hundreds of exhibits in Google’s 

Cultural Institute

• www.google.com/culturalinstitute
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Statue of Liberty

Statue of Liberty: https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/exhibit/the-construction-of-the-

statue-of-liberty/QRWHcXMU


